
Data visualisation is important
Visualisations aren’t just furniture for 
publications

http://www.tradingplacesproperty.com/content/post/what-is-fair-wear-and-tear

@martinjhnhadley



“Most scientific data is created in a 
form and organization that facilitates its 
generation rather than focusing on its 
eventual use.”

Fox, P., & Hendler, J. (2011). Changing the Equation on Scientific Data 
Visualization. Science, 331(6018), 705–708. doi.org/10.1126/science.1197654

Thelwall, M., Haustein, S., Larivière, V., & Sugimoto, C. R. (2013). Do altmetrics work? Twitter and 
ten other social web services. PloS One, 8(5), e64841. doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0064841



“Most scientific data is created in a 
form and organization that facilitates its 
generation rather than focusing on its 
eventual use.”

“[... data management] has mostly 
focused on the efficiency of 
query-based retrieval of the collected 
data, rather than on data exploration”

Fox, P., & Hendler, J. (2011). Changing the Equation on Scientific Data 
Visualization. Science, 331(6018), 705–708. doi.org/10.1126/science.1197654
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Research data is too often born 
and buried in a table
What can visualisations be useful for?

@martinjhnhadley Thelwall, M., Haustein, S., Larivière, V., & Sugimoto, C. R. (2013). Do altmetrics work? Twitter and 
ten other social web services. PloS One, 8(5), e64841. doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0064841



What can 
visualisations be 
useful for?

● Exploratory data analysis

You don’t know what’s interesting until you take a look...
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What can 
visualisations be 
useful for?

● Exploratory data analysis

● Summarise trends in an 
easily consumable manner 

● Physically demonstrate 
comparisons between 
groups of data

● Present connections 
otherwise difficult to 
communicate



Why use visualisations?

● Visualisations are easier to parse than 
long, jargon-filled blocks of text
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Why use visualisations?

● Visualisations are easier to parse than 
long, jargon-filled blocks of text

● Visualisations can be consumed by the 
general and expert easily

● Visualisations allow multiple questions 
to be asked simultaneously 

@martinjhnhadley



Moving beyond dead trees
“... interactivity is the new colour chart…”

@martinjhnhadley
@photosteve101 (flickr.com/photos/42931449@N07/5263540555/in/album-72157625505293849/)



What does 
interactivity provide?

● Provide alternative 
methods to access data

https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3847776

https://familypolicyox.web.ox.ac.uk/policies_dataset


What does 
interactivity provide?

● Provide alternative 
methods to access data

● Allow users to slice 
through datasets

https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3761562

http://ilabour.oii.ox.ac.uk/online-labour-index/


What does 
interactivity provide?

● Provide alternative 
methods to access data

● Allow users to slice 
through datasets

● Combine summary and 
detailed information

https://livedataoxford.shinyapps.io/CRUK-Collaboration-Network/


Designing visualisations to 
expose data
Putting form over function when 
communicating data visually

@martinjhnhadley
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ngv_design,_eero_aarnio,_globe_chair_1963-65_01.JPG



Graphical Perception Theory

Mackinlay, J. (1986). Automating the design of graphical presentations of relational information. 
ACM Transactions on Graphics, 5(2), 110–141. http://doi.org/10.1145/22949.22950
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Graphical Perception Theory

“Pies are evil” is a trope - it’s worth reading Arcs, Angles, or Areas: Individual Data 
Encodings in Pie and Donut Charts if you’re interested

Arcs, Angles, or Areas: Individual Data Encodings in Pie and Donut Charts,
Computer Graphics Forum (Proceedings EuroVis), vol. 35, no. 3, pp. 121–130, 2016. DOI: 10.1111/cgf.12888

http://kosara.net/papers/2016/Skau-EuroVis-2016.pdf
http://kosara.net/papers/2016/Skau-EuroVis-2016.pdf
http://kosara.net/papers/2016/Skau-EuroVis-2016.pdf


Graphical Perception Theory

Allen, E. A., Erhardt, E. B., & Calhoun, V. D. (2012). Data Visualization in the Neurosciences: Overcoming the 
Curse of Dimensionality. Neuron, 74(4), 603–608. http://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2012.05.001
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Graphical Perception Theory

Allen, E. A., Erhardt, E. B., & Calhoun, V. D. (2012). Data Visualization in the Neurosciences: Overcoming the 
Curse of Dimensionality. Neuron, 74(4), 603–608. http://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2012.05.001



Chart Junk?

"Kill the frills and get to the point!" [Edward Tufte, 1997]

Scott Bateman, Regan L. Mandryk, Carl Gutwin, Aaron Genest, David McDine, Christopher Brooks, Useful Junk? The Effects of Visual 
Embellishment on Comprehension and Memorability of Charts. ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), 2010.
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Making interactivity obvious

HOVER YOUR 
CURSOR OVER 
BARS!!!



Making interactivity obvious

https://livedataoxford.shinyapps.io/OxRep_maps_mines/


Designing with flexibility



Designing with flexibility

FiveThirtyEight
http://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2016-election-forecast



Reproducible Research & 
Visualisations
Integrating web-based visualisations into your 
workflows

@martinjhnhadley
https://www.pexels.com/photo/minimal-desk-minimalist-room-24324/



Open Science Framework

The citation pyramid

https://osf.io/
https://osf.io/
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Open Science Framework

https://osf.io/
https://osf.io/


Living datasets



Selecting visualisation tools
Point & click or script - choose your poison

@martinjhnhadley



Point and Click 
Tools

● Tableau Public

https://public.tableau.com/s/gallery/top-movie-directors-film
http://public.tableau.com/views/WorldBankDataExploration/AStoryOfCO2Emissions?:embed=y&:display_count=yes


Point and Click 
Tools

● Tableau Public ● Tableau is incredibly simple and powerful to use

● All data within visualisations can be 
downloaded and reused

● Licensing is permissive and does not require 
attribution

https://public.tableau.com/s/gallery/top-movie-directors-film
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Point and Click 
Tools

● Tableau Public

● Plotly

● Public visualisations (and datasets) can be 
made freely

● Data and visualisation provenance integral to 
every chart (citable visualisations!)

● APIs for R, Python and more

http://plot.ly/
https://plot.ly/131/~RhettAllain/
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Point and Click 
Tools

● Tableau Public

● Plotly

● Carto.com

● Public visualisations (and datasets) can be 
made freely

● Data can be downloaded without attribution

● More powerful than Google Map Maker, even 
with a free account

https://martinjohnhadley.carto.com/viz/a2213dc4-bbab-11e5-b4dc-0e3ff518bd15/map


Point and Click 
Tools

● Tableau Public

● Plotly

● Carto.com

● … so many more

● More and more free-to-use point & click services 
are becoming available

● Long term viability of these services isn’t well 
known - but appear profitable

● Data on these services may be public but 
shouldn’t be considered “open”



Scripting 
Languages

● Python

Bokeh

● Bokeh provides a framework for building static 
and interactive charts

● Interactive charts rely on a technology stack 
you’re responsible for yourself

http://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/
http://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/
http://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/
https://demo.bokehplots.com/apps/stocks


Scripting 
Languages

● Python

● R

● Shiny is a self-contained framework for 
interactive visualisations built with R

● Building these visualisations requires no 
knowledge of HTML or JavaScript

Shiny
by

http://ilabour.oii.ox.ac.uk/online-labour-index/


Scripting 
Languages

● Python

● R

● Shinyapps.io provides hosting for shiny apps

● Free tiers are available, charge is decided by the 
popularity of shiny apps

● No data is required to live on shinyapps.io

<iframe>



Data visualisation is important
Data should only be considered visible when it 
is easily accessible and understood

@martinjhnhadley

Shiny

https://www.pexels.com/photo/minimal-desk-minimalist-room-24324/

Thank you for listening
Email: 
martin.hadley@it.ox.ac.uk



Slides after here are collections of notes



https://eagereyes.org/

http://flowingdata.com/

http://fivethirtyeight.com/

http://www.visualisingdata.com/

http://r4ds.had.co.nz/

http://ox-it.github.io/OxfordIDN_htmlwidgets/

https://www.lynda.com/RStudio-tutorials/Creati
ng-Interactive-Presentations-Shiny-R/452087-
2.html*

*shameless self-promotion

Visualisation Blogs and Resources

https://radiant-rstats.github.io/docs/



GIFS as data visualisations
Animation can get let data speak for 
themselves

http://www.climate-lab-book.ac.uk/2016/spiralling-global-temperatures/

@martinjhnhadley


